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Abstract Friends with benefit relationships (FWB) combine

elements of ongoing friendship andphysical intimacy.Although

manystudieshaveexaminedpredictorsofwhoare likely toenter

these relationships as well as their outcomes, we do not know

what relational factors are associated with FWB relationship

outcomes. This study examined the association between three

commitment variables: couple identity, satisfaction with

sacrifice, and alternative availability and FWB relationship

adjustment and sexual satisfaction. In a young adult sample

(n= 171), bivariate correlations demonstrated greater couple

identity, more satisfaction with sacrifice, and less alternative

availability which were associated with greater relationship

adjustment, but not sexual satisfaction. In amultivariate con-

text, satisfaction with sacrifice was the only significant pre-

dictor of FWB relationship adjustment. There was also a sig-

nificant interaction between alternative availability and sat-

isfaction with sacrifice in the prediction of sexual satisfaction.

For thosewhoperceived fewer alternativeoptions, the degree to

which they were satisfied with sacrificing for their partner was

positively associated with sexual satisfaction. Implications for

enhancing FWB relationships are discussed.
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Introduction

Onesubtypeofcasual sexual relationships, friendswithbenefits

(FWB), is commonly defined as‘‘recurring sexual activities

between individualswhohave a pre-established friendship but

who do not define their relationship as romantic’’ (Weaver,

Claybourn,&MacKeigan,2013,p.152); there is,however,vari-

ability inthedegreetowhichFWBrelationshipsaremore‘‘friends’’

ormore‘‘benefits’’(seeMongeau,Knight,Williams,Eden,&Shaw,

2013). Research on FWB relationships has shown that these

relationships are fairly commonamong young adults, with 12-

monthprevalence rates ranging from14.5 to60%(e.g.,Bisson

&Levine, 2009;Hughes,Morrison,&Asada,2005,Owen&

Fincham, 2011; Puentes, Knox, & Zusman, 2008). Compared

to peers who do not engage in FWB relationships, those who

decide to engage in these relationships report higher rates of

alcohol use, being less thoughtful in their relational decision

making, and beingmotivated by sexual desires (e.g., Lehmiller,

VanderDrift, & Kelly, 2011; Owen & Fincham, 2011).

In addition, 25–40% of young adults hope their FWB rela-

tionship will progress into a committed relationship and approx-

imately 20% of FWB relationships actually do (Eisenberg,

Ackard, & Resnick, 2009; Owen & Fincham, 2012). Similarly,

approximately20%ofFWBrelationships deteriorate to thepoint

where the partners are no longer friends after the FWB relation-

ship ends (Owen, Fincham, & Manthos, 2013). However, the

majority of young adults remain friends with their FWB partner

after the intimacy ends.Given these outcomes, it is not surprising

that young adults report that FWB relationships result in more

positive emotional reactions than negative (Owen & Fincham,

2011). At the same time, many young adults recognize both

positive and negative aspects of FWB relationships; with having

sex and lack of commitment on the positive side and feeling

deceived, lack of clear expectations, and poor communication

qualityon thenegative side (e.g.,Bisson&Levine, 2009;Hughes
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et al., 2005; Lehmiller et al., 2011;Quirk, Owen,&Fincham,

2014).

AlthoughFWBrelationshipsbydefinitionlacktheexclusivity

of romantic relationships, there are some attitudes and behaviors

that are commonly viewed as signaling commitment (e.g., shar-

ingpersonal information,sexualcontact,goingondates,express-

ing desire for an exclusive romantic relationship) (Furman&

Shaffer, 2011;Mongeau et al., 2013;Owen&Fincham,2012).

Accordingly, it may be fruitful to view FWB relationships

throughthe lensofcommitment theory(cf.Stanley&Markman,

1992). Most commitment theories are rooted in interdepen-

dence theory (Thibaut & Kelley, 1959), which suggests that rela-

tionshipsdevelopovertimebyinvestingtime,energy,andresources

aswellasengaging inpositiveexchanges. In return, therealso tends

todevelopaconcernabout the lossof therelationshipaswellasa

reduceddesire tosearchforalternatives (Rusbult&VanLange,

2003).This theoryhasbeenapplied invariouscontexts, suchas

how employees are engaged in the workplace, friendship, and

romantic relationship development (e.g., Owen et al., 2013;

Rusbult & Van Lange, 2003).

Accordingly, the current study examined three aspects of

dedication commitment: couple identity, sacrifice, and alterna-

tiveavailabilityand theextent towhich theypredictedFWBrela-

tionship satisfaction and sexual satisfaction.1These three aspects

of commitment align with common relational processes in the

initial phases of relationship development (Stanley, Rhoades, &

Whitton, 2010), such as developing a shared sense of purpose

(e.g., couple identity),which is commonly based on investments

of time and energy (e.g., sacrifices), mixed with external forces

that may strain these processes (e.g., alternatives). There were

several other aspects of commitment that were not included in

this study (e.g., morality of divorce, structural investments)

that generally assumea stronger level of commitment.Although

there has been some examination of commitment, broadly

defined, the specific aspects of commitment have not been

evaluated in FWB research.

Commitment Theory in Relation to Friends with

Benefits

Commitmentmodelsgenerallydescribe twoessentialelements:

(1) the desire to be in the relationship (i.e., dedication commit-

ment) and (2) factors that constrain a person to stay in the

relationship (i.e., constraint commitment) (Adams & Jones,

1997;Agnew,VanLange,Rusbult,&Langston,1998;Johnson,

Caughlin, & Huston, 1999; Owen, Rhoades, Stanley, &Mark-

man, 2011; Rusbult, Drigotas, & Verette 1994; Stanley &Mark-

man, 1992). In regard to FWB relationships, previous research

haslinkedaspectsofcommitment inthefriendshipelementof the

FWB relationship to greater relationship satisfaction (e.g.,

Owen et al., 2013; VanderDrift, Lehmiller, & Kelly, 2012).

Additionally, feeling constrained in the relationship has been

related to overall negative emotional reactions about the FWB

relationship (Owen & Fincham, 2011). However, the degree of

commitment ambiguity inFWBrelationships aswell ashope for

a future romantic relationship has been unrelated to relationship

satisfaction (Owen & Fincham, 2011; Quirk et al., 2014).

Within dedication commitment, having a strong couple

identity (‘‘we-ness’’), satisfactionwith sacrifice, and lackofalter-

native monitoring are foundational for couple formation and

maintenance (Stanley&Markman, 1992; Stanley,Markman,&

Whitton, 2002). Indeed, the on-going nature of the friendship

and physical intimacy may suggest that some FWB part-

ners act‘‘as-if’’they are a couple, (e.g., going on dates, shar-

ingpersonal information), thuscontributing toashared identity

(Furman & Shaffer, 2011; Mongeau et al., 2013; VanderDrift

et al., 2012). At the same time, FWB relationships have been

typified by limited communication about their relationship

status and boundaries (Bisson&Levine, 2009; Hughes et al.,

2005), which may obscure the sense of shared identity. Accord-

ingly, those FWBrelationships that do foster a couple identity are

likely tobringmore security to thepartners andanoverall positive

sense of the relationship (see Stanley et al., 2010).

Common to friendship and romantic relationships are acts

of sacrifice or the tendency to set aside personal interests for

the betterment of the relationship or the partner (Guerrero &

Mongeau, 2008; Hughes et al., 2005; Stanley et al., 2010). In

exclusive romantic relationships, the degree to which part-

ners feel like a teamwith their partner and are invested in the

relationship is linkedwith partners’ satisfaction,willingness,

and frequencyof sacrifice (e.g., Stanley et al., 2002;VanLange,

Agnew, Harinck, & Steemers, 1997; Whitton, Stanley, &Mark-

man,2007).However, inFWBrelationships, thecommitmentto

an exclusive relationship is missing, and thus the desire to sac-

rifice may be tempered. On the other hand, if the FWB relation-

ship does appear viable, the lack of clearly defined boundaries

may be secondary, and sacrifice may be associated with more

positive FWB relationship functioning.

The last facet of dedication commitment examined in the

current studywasalternativemonitoringor the cognitiveprocess

that involves comparing the current partner to possible alterna-

tives (Stanley, Lobitz,&Dickson, 1999). Theoretically, as com-

mitmentandrelationshipsatisfactiondevelop, thedegreetowhich

partners seek out or consider alternative partners should decrease

(cf. Johnson & Rusbult, 1989; Stanley &Markman, 1992). Yet,

the lack of exclusivity in FWB relationships may make this

assumption more tenuous. For instance, Lehmiller, VanderDrift,

1 For FWB relationships, the long-term vision of the relationship is, by

definition, not certain. Although some individuals hope for a longer-term

commitment, the lack of communication and clear expectations can

complicatematters, which is likelywhy desire for an exclusive relationship

has not been associatedwith better FWBrelationship adjustment (Bisson&

Levin,2009;Owen&Fincham,2011).Thus,wedidnotincludethisaspectof

commitment in the current study.
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and Kelly, (2014) found that partners in FWB relationships were

more likely to engage in extra-dyadic behaviors and were more

likelytodiscuss this involvementascomparedtopersonsinexclu-

sive romantic relationships. However, their use of a comparative

framework (i.e., FWBvs. exclusive romantic relationships) limits

our understanding of within group processes. Nonetheless, the

degreetowhichFWBpartnersperceivemoreavailablealternative

partners couldnegatively impact thedegree towhichcouple iden-

tity and sacrifice are related toFWBrelationship functioning.The

degree to which individuals display pro-relational behaviors is

likelya functionof theircommitment to theirpartneraswellas the

degree towhichalternatives (e.g., partners,work)provideaviable

distractionofenergyandtime.Thus, theseaspectsofcommitment

do not operate in isolation, but rather influence one another in the

overall appraisal of FWBpartners’ relationship adjustment. Con-

sequently, those who have fewer options for alternative partners

could perceive a closer association between their FWBcouple

identity and their relationship satisfaction/adjustment as the

degree to which their energy/time is invested into other sources

are limited.

We examined these three facets of dedication commitment in

relationtotwodimensionsofFWBrelationshipfunctioning:rela-

tionship adjustment and sexual satisfaction. Relationship adjust-

ment has a long history in romantic relationship research as well

as in FWB research (e.g., Bisson & Levine, 2009; Owen &

Fincham,2012;Owenetal.,2013;Quirketal.,2014).Relation-

ship adjustment, or the degree to which individuals view their

relationship as a happy, well-functioning, and trusting environ-

ment, varies across bothFWBand romantic relationships. In

addition, young adults’ FWB sexual satisfaction is paramount,

giventhatsexualmotivescandrivetheinitiationandcontinuation

of these relationships (Lehmiller et al., 2011). For example,

Bisson and Levine (2009) found that FWB relationships were

typified more by physical intimacy as compared to passion or

commitment.Moreover, thedegreeofphysicalintimacyhasbeen

linked to relationship adjustment as well as the degree to which

the friendship continues after the end of the FWB relation-

ship (Owen et al., 2013; Quirk et al., 2014). Thus, it is clear that

sexual satisfaction is an important element to FWB relationships.

In the current study, we posited that couple identity and sac-

rifice would be positively associated with FWB relationship

adjustment(Hypotheses1a,1b)andsexualsatisfaction(Hypothe-

ses2a,2b).Wealsohypothesized thatgreater availabilityof alter-

native partners would be associated with lower FWB relation-

ship adjustment (Hypothesis 3a) and sexual satisfaction (Hypoth-

esis 3b). Lastly, we expected that greater availability of alter-

native partners would moderate the association between couple

identity, sacrifice, and FWB relationship adjustment (Hypoth-

esis4a,4b)andsexual satisfaction (Hypothesis5a,5b), such that

theassociationwouldbe stronger for thosewhoperceived fewer

alternative partners.

Method

Participants

Participantswere students froma large southeasternuniversity in

theU.S.Only studentswhowere not in a committed relationship

and who reported having a FWB within the last 12months par-

ticipated in the study. Thus, we initially started with 454 partic-

ipants; however, after applying our inclusion criteria, the final

sample was 171 participants (52 men and 118 women; 1 partic-

ipant did not provide information about gender), with a median

ageof19years (range18–23).Abouthalfof theparticipants iden-

tifiedasCaucasian(49.1%),29.8%identifiedasAfricanAmerican,

14.0%identifiedasLatino/a,2.9%identifiedasAsianAmericanor

Pacific Islander, and 0.6% identified as Native American (3.4%

indicated other or did not indicate their race/ethnicity). Only 13 of

the participants reported being currently involved in their FWB

partnership and the mean time since the FWB relationship ended

was 3.16months (SD=3.15).

Measures

FWB-Relationship Adjustment (FWB-RA)

The FWB-RA measure was adapted from the Dyadic Adjust-

ment Scale-4 (Sabourin, Valois, & Lussier, 2005). The items

included‘‘Howmuchdoyoutrust thisperson?,’’‘‘Doyouconfide

in this person?,’’‘‘In general, how often do you think that things

between you and your most recent FWB partner are going

well?,’’and‘‘Please indicate the degree of happiness, all things

considered, of your relationship.’’ Although this measure was

adapted from an exclusive romantic relationship measure, the

itemshavehigh face validity across relationships andhavebeen

utilized in previous FWBstudies (e.g., Owen et al., 2013;Quirk

et al., 2014). Further, other studies have adapted similar exclu-

sive romantic relationshipmeasures for FWB relationships and

theyhaveshownsignificantassociationswithother indicatorsof

relationship health and dysfunction, such as secure attachment,

perceived deception from FWB partner, as well as predicted a

greater likelihood of remaining friends post-FWB relationship

(e.g., Bisson&Levine, 2009;Owen et al., 2013;Quirk et al.,

2014). Cronbach’s alpha for this measure was .78.

Sexual Satisfaction

Sexual satisfactionwasmeasuredusing the IndexofSexualSat-

isfaction (ISS;Hudson,Harrison,&Crosscup,1981).The ISS is

a 25-item scale created to measure problems in sexual satis-

faction. Participantswere asked to rate items on a 7-point Likert

scalerangingfrom1=noneof thetime to7=allof thetime, indi-

cating how sexually satisfied they were with their partners.
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Though the scale is often scored such that higher scores indicate

lower satisfaction, we reverse scored items such that higher

scores indicate higher satisfaction. Sample questions include

(adjusting for FWB relationship): ‘‘I think our sex life is won-

derful’’ and ‘‘My FWB partner has been very sensitive to my

sexual needs and desires.’’Themeasure has been utilized with a

wide range of ages, partner statuses, and ethnic backgrounds.

Previous research has reported alphas of 0.96 (formen) and 0.93

(forwomen) (Meltzer&McNulty, 2010). Cronbach’s alpha for

the current sample was 0.90.

Commitment Inventory (Stanley & Markman, 1992)

We adapted three subscales from the Commitment Inventory:

Couple Identity (5 items), and Satisfaction with Sacrifice (5

items), Alternative Availability (5 items). The only change to

the itemswas the inclusionof‘‘FWBpartner’’versus‘‘partner’’

in some items where the word ‘‘partner’’ had been used. The

items on the Couple Identity subscale assess the degree to

which participants view their FWB relationship as a‘‘we’’or a

cohesive unit. An example item is‘‘I tend to think about how

things affect ‘us’ as a couplemore than how things affect ‘me’

as an individual.’’The items on the Satisfactionwith Sacrifice

subscale assess participants’ feelings about the value of doing

things for the relationshiporFWBpartner.Anexample item is

‘‘Itmakesme feel good to sacrifice formyFWBpartner.’’The

items on the Alternative Availability subscale reflect partici-

pants’ beliefs about whether other partners could be viable

options if their current FWB relationship ended. An example

itemis:‘‘IwouldhavetroublefindingasuitableFWBpartner if

this one ended.’’All of the itemswere rated on a scale ranging

from1 (StronglyDisagree) to 7 (StronglyAgree).Higher scores

indicate greater sense of couple identity, more satisfaction with

sacrifice,and lessperceivedalternativeavailability.Thevalidity

of thesemeasures has been demonstrated with a variety of sam-

ples,albeitwithparticipantswhowere inexclusiveromantic rela-

tionships (e.g., Stanley &Markman, 1992; Stanley et al., 2010;

Whitton et al., 2007). Cronbach’s alphas for Couple Identity,

Satisfaction with Sacrifice, and Alternative Availability in the

present sample were .79, .81, and .62, respectively.

Procedure

Participants were recruited through an introductory course on

families across the lifespan that meets a liberal studies require-

ment and therefore attracts students from across the university.

Studentswere offeredmultiple options to obtain extra credit for

the class, one of which comprised the survey used in this study.

Over 95 percent of the class decided to participate in the study.

They completed informed consent and were told how to access

the online survey. Theywere given a five-daywindow inwhich

to complete the survey. All procedures were approved by the

university IRB.

Results

Themeans,SDs,andbivariatecorrelationsareshowninTable1.2

Asseen in the table, couple identityandsacrificewerepositively

associated with FWB relationship adjustment (supporting

Hypotheses 1a, 1b). However, they were not significantly asso-

ciated with sexual satisfaction (not supporting Hypotheses 2a,

2b). We also found that participants who perceived less alterna-

tive availability also reported greater FWB relationship adjust-

ment (supportingHypothesis 3a), but not sexual satisfaction (not

supporting Hypothesis 3b).

Next, we tested whether these bivariate associations would

emerge when examined in a linear regression. We conducted

twomultiple regression analyses in which we used FWB-RA

andSexualSatisfactionasthedependentvariables, respectively.

The predictor variables were Couple Identity, Satisfactionwith

Sacrifice, and Alternative Availability. We also controlled for

gender in thesemodels. The results for both analyses are shown

in Table 2.

The results forFWB-RAdemonstrated thatSatisfactionwith

Sacrifice(b=0.32,SE=0.07,p\.001)andgender (b=-0.33,SE

= 0.14, p = .015) were statistically significant predictors. Par-

ticipants who reported that they were happy with level of sac-

rifice to the FWB relationship also reported greater levels of

relationship adjustment.Additionally,womenweremore likely

to report greater relationship adjustment as compared to men.

However, theCouple Identity andAlternativeAvailabilitywere

not significantly related to FWB-RA (ps[.05).

Similar to the bivariate correlations, the regression analysis

predictingSexualSatisfactionwasnotstatisticallysignificant (F

=1.82,p= .13) and none of the predictorswere significant (ps[
.05).However,satisfactionwithSacrificeemergedasapredictor

that approached statistical significance (b= 0.16, SE= 0.08, p=

.059). Collectively, the results from the multiple regression

models demonstrated greater support for the role of Satisfaction

withSacrificeinFWBrelationshipadjustment(supportingHypoth-

esis1b) and sexual satisfaction (supportingHypothesis 2b) as com-

pared to the other commitment variables.

Lastly, we conducted moderator analyses between avail-

abilityofalternativepartnersandcouple identity,andsacrificein

the prediction of FWB relationship adjustment and sexual sat-

isfaction. Todo so,we replicated the regression analyses above,

but added the interactioneffects (i.e.,AlternativeAvailability9

Couple Identity,AlternativeAvailability9Satisfactionwith

Sacrifice). We grand-mean centered the predictor variables

prior toconducting theanalyses.Alternativeavailabilitywasnot

a significantmoderator forSatisfactionwithSacrificeorCouple

Identity in the prediction of FWB relationship adjustment (ps[
.40; not supporting Hypotheses 4a and 4b). Additionally, Alter-

2 There were no significant associations between the time in which a

person participated in a FWB relationship and any of the variables in the

current study (rs ranged .01 to-.19).
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native Availability was not a significant moderator for the asso-

ciation between Couple Identity and Sexual Satisfaction (p = .39;

not supporting Hypothesis 5a). However, Alternative Availabil-

ity was a significant moderator for the association between

SatisfactionwithSacrifice andSexual Satisfaction (b = 0.10, SE

= .05, p = .05, supporting Hypothesis 5b). Specifically, a test

of the simple slopes demonstrated that for participants who

were ?1 SD above the mean on Alternative Availability,

Satisfaction with Sacrifice was positively associated with

Sexual Satisfaction (b = 0.28, SE = .10, p = .008). Yet, for

participants whowere -1 SD below themean on Alternative

Availability, Satisfactionwith Sacrificewas not significantly

associated with Sexual Satisfaction (b = 0.09, SE = .09 p =

.34). Thus, for participants who reported that they had fewer

alternative options (i.e.,?1 SD), satisfactionwith sacrificing

for their FWB partner was positively associated with sexual sat-

isfaction. However, for those who reported having more alterna-

tive options (i.e.,-1 SD), the degree towhich theywere satisfied

with sacrificing for their partner was unrelated to sexual satisfac-

tion with their FWB partner.

As an exploratory test, we also examined whether partici-

pants’ gender moderated any of the associations between rela-

tionship adjustment and sexual satisfaction and couple identity,

satisfaction with sacrifice, and alternative availability.We only

found one significant moderation effect. Women’s ratings of

satisfactionwithsacrificewerepositivelyassociatedwithsexual

satisfaction(b=0.32,SE=.12,p=.008);however,men’s ratings

ofsatisfactionwithsacrificewerenot(b=0.01,SE=.14,p=.92).

The three-way interaction between participants’ gender, satis-

faction with sacrifice, and alternative availability was not sig-

nificant (p = .32).

Discussion

FWB relationships for some young adults are a stepping-stone

to, or a proxy for, an exclusive romantic relationship. Accord-

ingly, it is important tounderstandandpromotehealthywaysfor

young adults to enter and navigate these relationships. The

current study revealed that young adults who reported greater

couple identity, satisfaction with sacrifice, and less alternative

monitoring also reported greater FWB relationship adjustment.

However, in amultivariate context (i.e., controlling for the vari-

ance of the other variables), only satisfactionwith sacrificewas a

significant predictor of FWB relationship adjustment (and mar-

ginally so for sexual satisfaction). None of the other variables

demonstrated a significant association with sexual satisfaction.

Accordingly, satisfaction with sacrifice may have a particularly

important role in young adults’ ability to foster a positive FWB

relationship.

Given that our data were correlational, we cannot fully dis-

entangle the direction of effects. For example, it is likely that

those FWB relationships that are going well are more likely to

engenderwillingnessandhappinesswith sacrificing for the rela-

Table 1 Means, SDs, and bivariate correlations

1 2 3 4 5

1. FWB-RA –

2. Sex Sat. .30*** –

3. Couple Id .27*** .06 –

4. Sacrifice .43*** .15 .69*** –

5. Altern Avail .21** .03 .39*** .38*** –

M (SD) 3.75 (0.87) 5.00 (0.93) 3.27 (1.32) 3.71 (1.23) 2.92 (0.96)

FWB-RA friends with benefits-relationship adjustment, Sex Sat sexual satisfaction, Couple Id couple identity, Sacrifice satisfaction with sacrifice,

altern avail, alternative availability

* p\.05; ** p\.01; *** p\.001

Table 2 Summary of regression analyses predicting FWB relationship adjustment and sexual satisfaction

FWB-Relationship Adjustment Sexual Satisfaction

b (SE) B b (SE) B

Gender (female= 1) -0.33 (.14) -.18* -0.28 (.16) -.14

Altern avail 0.04 (.07) .04 -0.02 (.09) -.02

Sat sacrifice 0.32 (.07) .45*** 0.16 (.08) .21

Couple identity -0.03 (.07) -.05 -0.05 (.08) -.08

Model adjusted R2 .20 .02

Sat Sacrifice satisfaction with sacrifice, Altern Avail alternative availability

* p\.05; ** p\.01; *** p\.001
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tionship/partner. In similarways,beingsatisfiedwithsacrificing

for the relationship/partner could also lead to better relationship

adjustment. Theoretically, the association between relationship

adjustment and investments into the relationship are a circular

processthatbuildsovertime(Rusbult&VanLange,2003;Stanley

et al., 2010). A strong couple identity and perceiving less alter-

native availability were also positively associated with satisfac-

tionwith sacrificing, suggesting that theseare interlinkedcom-

ponents of dedication to theFWBrelationship, and thisfinding

mirrors previous studies with partners in exclusive romantic

relationships (e.g., Stanley &Markman, 1992; Whitton et al.,

2007). Thus, these three dimensions of commitment may sug-

gest that as youngadults feelmore like a couple (we-ness) and

perceive less available alternatives (forwhatever reason), they

becomemore invested via prosocial acts (i.e., sacrifice)within

the relationship.

However, it is important toconsider thepotential conflict that

mayarise for youngadultswhobelieve that they are a‘‘we’’with

their FWBpartner, but later learn that these perspectives are not

congruent with the lack of exclusivity inherent in FWB rela-

tionships. Indeed, previous research has demonstrated that

having greater relationship awareness and making sound rela-

tionshipdecisionsmaybethedifferencebetweenthosewhoenter

FWB relationships and feel deceived and thosewhodo not (e.g.,

Quirk et al., 2014). For example, it may be important to discern

thedegreetowhichyoungadultsforegoalternativeoptions.Thatis,

some young adults may choose to forego alternative relation-

shipsmaybedoingsotopromotetheFWBrelationship(i.e.,part-

ner choice) whereas others may not feel that they have alter-

native possibilities and thus they may feel more constrained.

Although couple identity and lack of alternative availability

were not significant predictors of relationship adjustment in a

multivariate context, they did reveal initial, bivariate, positive

associations.Thus, thoseyoungadultswho felt that theydidhave

astrongercouple identitywiththeirFWBpartnerreportedgreater

relationship adjustment as did those who did not perceive that

they had many viable alternatives to the current FWB rela-

tionship. An alternative explanation could be that young adults

who felt more positive about their FWB relationship were more

likelytofeel likeacoupleandwerelessconvincedthatalternative

partners were available. Indeed, several researchers have noted

thatnotallFWBrelationshipsare similar in termsofemotional and

physical connection,with some FWB relationshipsmimicking

exclusive romantic relationships by spending more time and

sharing of activities than others (e.g., Mongeau et al., 2013;

Owen et al., 2013). However, the lack of significant effects

within the multivariate context may suggest that these aspects

playasecondary role to thepowerofsatisfactionwithsacrifice.

Lastly, sexual satisfaction tended to be linked with greater

satisfactionwith sacrifice; however, this was found to be robust

only for thosewho reported that theyhad fewalternativepartner

optionsandforwomen. Itcouldbe thecase that thosewhodonot

seekalternativepartners anddevotemore timeandenergy to the

relationship engage in more sexual activity and are more sexu-

ally satisfied.3Conversely, thosewhoare engaging inmore sex-

ual activity with greater satisfaction are less likely to want to

seek out alternatives and feel more positive about giving to the

FWBrelationship. Interestingly,we also found thatwomen, but

not men, who were satisfied with sacrificing for their partner

were also more sexually satisfied. Why this is case is not clear;

however,womenmayhave a stronger connectionbetween their

satisfaction with sacrifice and sexual satisfaction for several

reasons: (1) it could be an experiential effect, whereby women

maybemostsexuallyconnectedwiththeirpartnerwhentheyare

invested in the FWB partnership; or (2) women may receive

more positive sexual responses from their FWB partner when

theyaremore invested(andhappy), and/or (3)womenwhohave

stronger sexual satisfaction and satisfaction with sacrifice may

be selecting better FWB partners. These hypotheses are also

connected to researchnotinggenderdifferences in the role that an

emotional bond has for sexual satisfaction (e.g., Garcia, Reiber,

Massey,&Merriwether, 2012; see also Petersen&Hyde, 2010).

Thestrengthsof thecurrent studyshouldbeunderstoodwithin

the context of its methodological limitations. First, the sample

comprised university students who were enrolled in a course on

families,whichmayintroduceaselectionbias.Thus,thedegreeto

whichourresultswillgeneralize tootheryoungadultswhoarenot

in college, adolescents, or older adults is unknown. Second, our

sample had twice as many female participants as compared to

maleparticipants,yetwestillwereable todetectsignificant inter-

actioneffects basedongender.Nonetheless, larger samplesmay

illuminate deeper, more subtle patterns in these gender interac-

tions.Third,weutilizedconstructs that arecommonlyemployed

forstudiesofromanticrelationships.Itmaybeusefultohavemea-

sures that capture depth of relationship functioning. For instance,

what itmeans to‘‘trust in’’or‘‘confide in’’for a friendship versus a

FWB relationship vs. a romantic relationship may be qualita-

tivelydifferent,necessitatingdifferentmeasurementprocedures.

Fourth, all of the measures were self-report, and thus our data

reflect common method variance. Future studies may want to

examine more specific FWB behaviors as they are connected to

these attitudinal FWB factors. Further, we assessed relationship

functioning at the individual level and not at the couple level. To

date, we do not know of any studies that have examined FWB

relationships at the couple level.

Our purpose here was to document whether the construct of

commitment could be useful in advancing understanding of

FWB relationships. The results suggest that it is important for

youngadults tobeawareofcommitmentastheyenter theseFWB

relationships. Specifically, our work highlights the fact that

satisfaction with sacrifice seems to play a vital role in FWB

relationship adjustment, suggesting that young adults should

3 Althoughnot reported in theresults section,wefound that frequencyof

sexual contact within the FWB relationshipwas significantly associated

with satisfaction with sacrifice r = .24, p = .003.
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be aware of the investments they have in these relationships.

The interlockingaspectsofcouple identityandalternativeavail-

ability are also related to overall FWB relationship functioning.

In any event, it is important in future research to understand the

nuances of how the commitment develops within FWB rela-

tionships and the potential positive and negative outcomes

associated with it in this relationship context. Ultimately, we

hope thatmore discussionwill occur about how tohelp young

adults develop strong, happy, and satisfying FWB relation-

ships, should they choose to engage in such relationships.
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